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Indifference to Poetry Statement
The world of poetry has been elusive to me. Submission after submission got me
seemingly nowhere, so I refocused my efforts. Two years later, my interest was
piqued when I saw a position for guest editing with Dead Flowers. I'd always been
curious what it was like to be on the other side, to be the one who got to read the
poems instead of write and submit them.
~Matt Knaack
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Morning Panic
Claps of hard soles on a wooden foyer,
short pauses in between. Click, click, clicking
of a hustle back and forth.
It’s six sixteen a.m. and I’m hearing this
from my bedroom, sitting up straight,
my heart pounding faster
than the hardwood tempo. Hearing this,
I’m taken back to the day
my dog laid dying. There was rushing, calling the vet,
calling my father, crying. I’m sweating now and
I’m sensing fear as if there was smoke rising
from the first floor, traveling up the stairs
through the hallway, under the crack of the door
of my bedroom. I can’t help but to think
of my poor dog, now powder and bones
in a mahogany box, panting that morning,
stomach as hard as the box in which she now rests,
half conscious, then unconscious thirty-or-so minutes later.
I’m rising from bed, yelling downstairs, high heels clicking,
high blood pressure, a marathon heartbeat.
I’m in my underwear screaming, “What’s going on?”
She’s just late for work; I’m told to go back
to sleep with my heart pounding and my mind
on my dog dying, huffing in and out in pain,
greasy fur, wheezing like a smoker
in casino lighting, whining. I’m shaking in bed
as she rushes out the door. I’m the one panting now.
~Adam Gianforcaro

Adam Gianforcaro is a poet and freelance writer, professionally working for the Midwest Nursing
Research Society, ironically living on the East Coast in New Jersey.
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Arugula
“Hand me the lettuce,”
you say, only I prefer
arugula because it
sounds like something
decadent, and I pretend
it spills from the bag
like in a commercial
as the fake-eyed-fake-smile
mother—who probably
isn’t even a mother—
acts like it’s the
greatest meal
ever.
Fake like that smile
you sometimes give me
when you lie,
as I’m static
at the kitchen table
watching,
and you tilt your head,
back facing me,
but that purple vein
always throbs
in your neck
when you’re nervous.
It’s getting fainter
now.
Can you feel it?
My eyes move
to the back of your head
and I wonder if you notice
as I notice
the way you move your hands
under the cold water
for seconds longer
than necessary.
I grit my teeth
at the expectation—arms
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and legs hot with nerves— in the
moments before you turn
around, but you don’t.
Your back is facing me.
I’m trying to fish the lies
out of my teeth
that I can’t swallow
because my body
rejects the poison,
but it’s just bits
of arugula,
and you’re still
calling it
lettuce.
~ Krista DeBehnke

Krista DeBehnke is currently an MFA student at Eastern Washington University. Her poetry has
appeared in Furrow: An Undergraduate Literary and Art Review.
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S.Ex. and Margaret Atwood
She’s a femi-cunt, says the tall blonde working towards her PhD in literature. I had
given her Atwood’s essay, The Female Body, to maybe impress her. I remember
The Handmaid’s Tale in hard cover on my mother’s bookshelf growing up, although
I’ve never read it.
When I return to the table she’s rapidly flipping magazine pages, her mouth a
cinched purse. What am I? she asks. Pretty, I say. A pause. No, she says, what am I
doing? It’s a New Yorker. She snaps each page taught. I’m being pretentious, she
says.
She gives me the book, Against Love, very early in our courtship. Romantic love is a
fiction, says the author. Neither gender can remain truly faithful to one person.
Love is a power struggle, an arrangement, a fleeting chemical fling.
My pussy, she says on the couch post-coitus, is why she can’t be a feminist. I guess
it worked fairly well, although I didn’t care for the way she dug her chin into my
clavicle, or that she couldn’t come on top.
I don’t give head, she admits on her professorial leather sofa. Blowjobs mean men
get to fuck a submissive girl in the face, she says. She had a bad experience in a
cornfield as a teen. I just hope, I say, it isn’t a big deal. We laugh.
At the gym she scans a magazine while I lift weights. When I ask her why she didn’t
use the treadmill, she snarls why, so guys behind her can watch her ass while she
runs, undress her in their eyes? You’re not that hot, I think but do not say.
I hate pink, I admit to her in her kitchen. Ooh, I’m wearing pink because I’m a girl,
look at me, I say, prancing some. Pink means girl, see? I say, then stop, looking
down at myself slowly. Says the boy wearing blue, I say. Jeans, a navy thermal,
even my underwear.
She waffles on her dissertation, rails against the chauvinism of her Department,
the Chair who calls her drunken at night, the Poet with whom she had a
relationship, who wrote her love poems she later found had been published years
prior. Don’t ever write me a poem, she says.
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The morning I leave her I’m dressing quickly when she returns from the bathroom.
Her face is a cold washcloth. Later in the week she realizes I’m gone and tells me in
an email she was going to try blowing me that last morning. Going to try. Which is
maybe why.
~ Kyle Shrader

Kyle Shrader holds an MFA from the University of Central Florida (2006), where he taught for several
years and served as Nonfiction Editor for the Florida Review. He has since taught in Texas and now in his
home state of New York. His nonfiction has appeared in the Florida Review and Awosting Alchemy, and
his poetry in Carcinogenic Poetry.
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Treatise on the Art of Sexual Dialectic
In parting the cloven hindquarters of lust
With promises, grand, long, and untrue
Ones heart must be set cold like a stone
Carved in God’s image of terrifying certainty
Rigid only in desiring, diverging only
To flank tighter, firming the hold
Of reaching words, like smearing
Searching fingers, sticky with the
Thickness of salty beads of sweaty
Urgency, greased and ready for finally
Licking her off to a flooding orgasm
Of safety, security, and naked trust
With a wielded wet tongue of lies
That, with all loves and hopes considered,
Could never taste a less bitter truth
In a place where each moment
Holds little weight over the next
And a time when life gasps and
Each breath has the rattle of death.
~ Jordan Rothacker

"Presently I am a PhD candidate in Comparative Literature. I do not have a MFA and I never will as far as
I am concerned. I believe that writing comes from reading and living and I have done a lot of both. I love
poetry but mostly write fiction (novels and short short stories). I believe that genre distinctions are as
artificial as stereotypes and about as useful. More of my work and biography are available at
www.jordanrothacker.com"~Jordan Rothacker
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Koi
Langorous swim of the fat gold-white fish—
Slow as a shark, mini-majestic.
You move like a queen in that raiment of scales,
One with a large lower lip and flat black eyes.
O courtly coquette, when I put my forefinger in
Your pond you darted away. Come back, I said,
You don’t have to be so koi.
~ Catherine Simpson

Catherine Simpson is a cellist who lives in Santa Barbara. She has been previously published in Big River
Poetry Review, Right Hand Pointing, Spectrum, Step Away Magazine, Into the Teeth of the Wind,
Poydras Review, and Splash of Red.
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In Ink
Write on me in ink,
the deep blue language of moon famed silt
and then print on me in ink,
those defamed chunks of moon mad memoirs .
Look at me in ink,
the deep red ink of skeleton flames
and then look away in ink,
the cool, pale blue of retreating skylines…
Dream of me in ink,
the murky ink of a caveman’s deceit
and then breathe me in in ink,
the scarred rushes of a toxic rainbow.
~ Rati Agnihotri

Rati Agnihotri currently works as a TV Script Writer and Reporter for CNC World TV, Xinhua Media
Group China. She is based at their New Delhi office. Rati writes poetry in both Hindi and English. Her
English poems have been published in journals like Indian Literature, South Asian Ensemble, The
Challenge, Muse India, Kritya, and Cerebration. Ms Agnihotri also runs a poetry group, ‘Moonweavers –
Chaand ke Julaahe’ in Delhi. The group organizes poetry open mics, informal poetic discourse sessions,
brainstorming sessions on poetry, etc. .
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Jade Empire
On account of my love
for jewellery,
I was given the gift of
a fading jaded necklace.
My mother warned me
not to wear the stones on my sleeves,
to keep an ace hidden
between the denim of my close-cut back pocket;
but sometimes, I felt prickling in my fingers,
and I reached back
to be pinched with venom.
My conscience was irrational
and I listed myself as
unreliable,
my disposition
as jaded as the chokehold
of this carcanet.
~ Anna Romanska

"I'm a student of the world - I'm trying not to be encased in the daily routine of waking up, going to
school, coming home and trying to fall asleep, but sometimes the rocking of consistency is kind. My
name is Anna, I am Polish, I am 17 and I live in a place where you don't really find people like anyone;
Bahrain. I love writing and reading. Please visit www.southernborders.tumblr.com."~Anna Romanska
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Relationships
You want a place where you can see
in all directions, a place to let your feelings
disembark and stretch, like passengers
who need to straighten out the kinks
and wrinkles of a too-demanding trip
and get back to who they are--or were.
That's love sometimes, just being who
you need to be. Once, on a mountainside,
I heard a chortling--a bird,
I thought, then realized it was a man
sitting on a stump, tears pouring
from his eyes.
"What's wrong?"
I asked. He shook his head, laughing
so hard some finches in bog rosemary
began to caw.
"Tripped," he said.
"Lost everything--wallet, glasses, all my keys--"
He wiped his face. "My wife, she's gone,
my kids, I've nothing left I thought, then suddenly
it opened up…"
“What opened up?”
He laughed
again, a glee so intimate I felt it creep
along my spine.
"Me, just me and what I feel!"
“What do you feel?” I backed away.
He blinked as though amazed, then said,
"Given all these years of feeling
what others wanted me to feel
--or shouldn't feel, or couldn't feel, I…"
He touched my hand. "Here's what I feel.
I feel that if I wanted I could fly!"
~ Robert Stout

Robert Joe Stout of Oaxaca, Mexico, is an award winning journalist and Pushcart Prize nominee whose
poetry appears in Illya’s Honey, Empirical Magazine, The Rockford Review, Prick of the Spindle and many
other magazines and journals. Books include the novels Running Out the Hurt and Miss Sally and A
Perfect Throw, a volume of poetry.
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I watched a squirrel on our lawn
at dawn, then he ran up a tree,
scurried to the ends of limbs where
he found limbs of other trees close
enough for a quick jump. Sometimes
that jump looked more like a fall,
for I tried to watch him a while,
tried to just do that and not a million
other things. His path made no
sense to me, nor more than my
watching made sense, and eventually
he disappeared and I began to think
about the mail, the dirty sink, the
unfolded laundry, and that this lawn
sure looked like it needed mowed.
Just then, another squirrel paused
on the lawn, sitting up, his paws
folded down above his white belly.
The only movement he made was
with his head as he snapped it around
to sounds I couldn't hear. For no
reason I can explain, I yelled out,
“Run!” and he bolted to the same
tree the other squirrel had climbed.
As far as I know, though, he could
be the same squirrel, and I could be
the same jerk who always yells at
the world when it's too quiet.
~ Jay Lance

Jay Lance is currently a student in the MFA program at National University and editor of their student
literary journal, The GNU. He is the father of four children, a dog, a cat, a turtle, and three fish.He's
taught middle school science for nineteen years, and has recently been published in The New Verse
News.
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Looking Forward, Looking Back
Time
is symmetrical
Always in front
and always behind
Orient yourself
by checking the length
of the hemlines,
and the way
that the girls
wear their hair
~ Patrick Meeds

"I have live in central New York my whole life and am employed at Syracuse University in the textbook
department of their bookstore. When I'm not writing I also enjoy spending time outdoors, reading, and
playing music."~Patrick Meeds
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Home Movie
"It's still raining." Mom said
to the reporter when he asked
how it felt to see Dad swept
away by the flood of
this disaster we're living
making world news, & us caught
by the camera our neighbor Billy
somehow fetched from the waves
to film copters swooping down,
the rescue guys on their ropes
shouting & snatching at
hands
while houses collapse & plastic
cat dishes sail past as if
the very flash of these instants
held the windblown motion of
rag mags & you hardly had time
to get a real close look
at the command performance
we're giving before
our screams bleed into silence,
before our tears are your eyes.
~ Stephen Mead

A resident of NY, Stephen Mead is a published artist, writer and maker of short collage-films. His latest
project-in-progress, a collaboration with Kevin MacLeod, is entitled "Whispers of Arias", a two volume
download of narrative poems sung to music. His latest Amazon release, "Weightless", a poetry-art
hybrid, is a mediation on mortality and perseverance.
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Tribal Rite
You decide to kiss me
passionately
in the hallway of the Native American artifacts,
right in front of a crowd of inanimate warriors
who people the display case to our left.
They circle the fire and
seem to mind their own business.
I like how you waited until
that bunch of bored school kids
moved quickly along to something
they hoped might prove more exciting.
They would never know
the folly of their impatience.
For you like the intimacy of the public space,
the idea of the unexpected.
You grab my attention and more,
and while the guard in the next room
daydreams about some upcoming vacation,
you make my history come alive now.
~ Gary Glauber

Gary Glauber is a poet, fiction writer, teacher, and music journalist. His works have been nominated for
the Pushcart Prize, Best of the Net, and one was named “A Notable Online Story” by StorySouth’s
Million Writers Award panel. He took part in The Frost Place’s conference on teaching poetry, as well as
Found Poetry Review's Pulitzer Remix Project.
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Behind the Choices
I don't feel worthy of passing judgment on the submissions that I've seen. And
though I thought that guest-editing an issue of Dead Flowers would be invigorating
and inspiring, some sort of feeling has clouded over me in regards to the whole
thing.
Don't get me wrong, I loved the opportunity to do this: truly. But everyone puts
themselves out there, only wanting to be read and heard and understood. And so
many people have done that for this issue and indirectly, for me. I thought maybe I
would feel powerful or some slanted gibberish along those lines, but who really
wants to feel powerful anyways? Not I. Instead, I feel slightly repugnant, likely due
to the clash between this position as guest editor and my previous position as
submitter.
The chance to do this, to go through hundreds of poems in order to select a dozen– not a baker's dozen; a single, normal, old-fashioned dozen! – has given me a lot
of insight, a lot of unknown truth to the process that I was blind to when I was
pushing poetry on unsuspecting readers and editors. I get it now: Writing is hard,
but so is reading, especially when the goal is to determine your own likes and
dislikes as they are cast over a fresh batch of recently caught poetry. It gives the
person a lot of time to really reflect on themselves, perhaps in a way that she or he
has never done before.
And so I reflected. Some of these poems brought me to tears, others brought me
to laughter, some aroused me and made me think about the intimate relationships
I have now and have had in the past. And though I'd like to run through each of the
poems that I've chosen and give you the reasons why, I think that would take away
from the value and motivation of writing: to get people to express themselves, to
share yet another facet of the kaleidoscopic experience that humanity is rushing
through at an ever-hastening pace. What I can do is give you a list of themes that I
pulled out of the final product though: sex, parents, relationships, love, change,
trust, and the self. Now I'm wondering what the presence of these themes says
about me, y'know? I hope that you have the ability to know me through my
choices – I do – but more importantly, I hope that you get to know the writers
through their own choices, the ones that were made independent of me in every
single way.
~Matt Knaack
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